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Aztec medicine herbs

 Think... what percentage of Aztec fever remedies were effective? Working with maticeuac, little grass is needed as a cure for someone who has nose bleeding who can't stop it. Florence Code, Book XI. (Click on the image to enlarge) A good doctor - diagnostic, experienced - a connoisseur of herbs,
stones, trees and roots. - Doctor, Florence Code, Book 10: People. The Hawthorn building, De Montfort University, home of Leicester's School of Pharmacy Known predicament towards human sacrifice has overshadowed our retrospective portrait of the Aztecs because we observe them, albeit a
distorting veneer of blood. However, there was much more of a human and recognizable side to aztecs of daily life. Mexico's 16th-century manuscripts represent a vast resource of medicinal potential that is still largely undervalued in Europe. Leicester School of Pharmacy and Phyto Research LTD in
Loughborough are working on a deeper understanding of the use of Aztec herbs. Cover and front page of badianus manuscript (original in Vatican library) (Click on images to enlarge) Two manuscripts - cods - produced in 16th century Mexico, immediately after the Spanish conquest of the Aztec empire,
stand out and form the basis of the study. The manuscript of Badianus (also known as the Barberini Code). After the fall of the Aztec empire, Colegio de Santa Cruz de Tlatelolco was founded for Catholic education by natives. The head of the college commissioned a young Aztec man who took on the
name Martin de la Cruz and was an expert in the medicinal use of native plants to write a herbal textbook that would impress Spanish royalty with the great progress that has been achieved by a combination of native experience and Catholic education. 'Curation head' - the first of Martin de la Cruz's
herbal recipes, The Badianus Manuscript (Click on the Image to Enlarge) The result, Libellus de Medicinalibus Indorum Herbis, completed in 1552, has become the first herbal-medical textbook to be produced in the New World. It was originally written in Nahuatl, the Aztec language, but later translated
into Latin by a college professor, Aztec nobleman Juan Badiano. The book is often referred to as the Badianus manuscript. Upon completion, badianus' manuscript was sent to a Spanish court, but later found its way to the Barberini Library in the Vatican. An obscure manuscript once known only as Codex
Barberini, Latin 241 was rediscovered in 1929, and from there given the popularity it deserves. Martin de la Cruz organized his herbal remedies according to the body part - beginning, logically enough, with a smoking head, and continuing through a lousy distiller and grumbling abdomen on the way to
signs of approaching The Florentine Code in his present home, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Florence (Click on the Image to Enlarge) The Florentine CodeChérz manuscript was intended to impress an important Spanish audience, a work influenced by the European medical thought of the time, which
was not so far removed from the magic. As a result of another manuscript, Friar Bernardino de Saaaguna, who went to Mexico from Spain in 1529, prefer those wishing to do a serious study of Absteca phytotherapy. Saagun, who learned Nahouathla so he could speak directly to the Elders of the Aztecs,
documented the life of the Aztecs in the hope of protecting something in their culture from the crushing weight of the Spanish occupation. Sakagun's monumental general history of the things of New Spain - or the Florentine Code - is almost the Encyclopedia of Britannica from Aztec Mexico. Using the
'tlatlanquaie' shrub used to treat stomach upsets, Florential Codex Book XI (Click on the Image to Enlarge) Book 11 (Earthworks) of the Florential Code is dedicated to everything that lives or happens on Earth - from four-legged forest living to soil metals. Aztec's devotion to herbal medicine is illustrated
by the space devoted to this in the book - the 2nd largest chapter in Earth things is given to herbs. (Only Snakes and other poisonous animals, given more space.) Aztec elders who reported the Florentine Code of Sahagun classified herbs as hallucinogens (those that perturb one), blooms, all different
herbs and medicinal herbs. The latter alone covers 142 different species with botanical descriptions, habitat and detailed readings. Writing for 'cacaloxochitl', Florential Code, Book XI (Click on the image to enlarge) Hot and cold as Europeans at the time, the Aztecs believed the plants were hot or cold,
and could be used to correct excess heat or cold in the body. Excess cold in the body was comorbid with water retention, and cold/watery diseases such as poverty (coactiuistil, which literally translates as snake stiffness) would have been corrected with the application of hot grass. Interestingly, many hot
herbs, such as yauhtli (Tagetes lucida), act as diuretics, taking excess water out of the body. Yauchtli was often used with hot herb iztauchyatl (Artemisia mexicana), whose leaves were ground in water and drunk. Conversely, the root of Tlalmizquitl (Prosopis juliflora, mesquite tree) is required by those
whose body is very hot ... it's the right drink to cool his body. 'Cococxiuuitl' - a rather fierce aztec response to constipation... Florential Code, Book XI (Click on the image to enlarge) Pharmacopeia PharmacyThat is a cure for people who have given the world chocolate, and some Aztec remedies sound
whether you get sick or not. Sweet-smelling flowers - the Aztec word for the xochitl flower - were considered medicinal. De la Cruz describes an attractive tool to relieve fatigue requiring eloxochitl (Magnolia dealbata), izquixochitl (Burreria gumili), cacaloxochitl (Plumeria mexicana, frangipani is described
as exceeding beauty) and mecaxochitl (Vanilla Planifolia). Together with several other sweet summer flowers is made fragrant water, which will give gladiatorial strength of the body to the patient who bathes in it. Aztecs' love of sweet flowers is illustrated by the contempt they show for those who are not
fragrant - poor old Tlalcacaloxochitl (Plumeria acutifolia); it may be very popular frangipani now, but for the Aztecs it was useless, fragrance-free, it frustrates one. It's even worse for Tzompanquauitl (Erythrina Americana), a bare coral tree - nowhere pleasant, nowhere needed, nowhere wanted - they
regret things that seem a little harsh.- The use of toloa, fever medication to relieve gout, Florential Code, Book XI (Click on the image to enlarge) Diarrhoea and wounds have taken a lot of attention aztecs last is not surprising to the people always at war, but given that that aztecs had water pipes for fresh
drinking water and individual waste disposal systems, the incidence of diarrhea seems strange. It was suggested that this symptom was a response to the high levels of repressed anxiety that must have existed in such a violent society. Given as a treatment for digestive troubles is cotztomatl (Physalis
costomatl - by the way, the Aztec word tomato is the root of our tomato); mecaxochitl, for internal ailments; meme (euphorbia), good for someone whose stomach goes loud; and cocoxyutl (Bocconia frutescens), used for constipation. Apparently the latter can't be eaten or drunk, but should be inserted
into, let's just say, the other end of the alimentary channel. Whistleblower Saagun warned: It burns like chilli. Fortunately, he added that not much is needed, for which the patient must have been grateful. For the ever-present queer Aztec herbacial plant, a pikyet (Nicotiana rustica, wild tobacco) is also
good for relieving fatigue. Respiratory diseases do not appear all that is often in the Aztec literature, but it is recommended for breast cough tlaquetzal (Achilles milefolium, or ravine). The activities of Aztec soldiers kept healers busy. For the one who is percolious by the arrow, the leaves and bark of wax
chapoxyutl (Pedilanthus pavonis) are attacked on the wound, as it is the drug Buddleia Americana. The combination of agave juice and salt is a very regular occurrence in wound remedies - agave juice, when mixed with salt, solution that kills bacteria, dehydration them. The interior of the traditional steam
bath temzkal is still widely used today (Click on the image to enlarge) Nahuah Although the Aztec empire has not survived conquest, Mexico's nahuatlom-speaking indigenous people still practice medicines based almost entirely on plants, many of which were also used by their Aztec ancestors. Together
with aztec manuscripts, the skills of Mexican healers could help teach us about new sources of plant medicine - indeed, many ethnobotans tend to learn from the nahutla herbalists, as they did in his day. But you need to take care of doing this kind of research in a way that respects the people and
traditions of rural Mexico - so that a good doctor is happy to share his experiences with us. Need a tonic? Try this recipe. Take the yellow-colored magic juice (Agave atrovirens), and cook it together with the yellow chilli and tomato juice, and the band's ten seeds. Take after meals. After that, you may
need Aztec toothpaste. Take geranium carolinianum root, along with some salt and chilli, and make a paste. Rub the paste into your teeth if you dare. And for mouthwash, try artemisia mexicana infusion. Image sources:-• Florential images of the Codex scanned from our own copy of the Internacional del
Libro club's 3-volume facsimile edition, Madrid, 1994• Photo of Hawthorn building, De Montfort University, taken from the homebook of the Leicester School of Pharmacy website• Images of badianus manuscript are scanned from our own copy of Badianus Manuscript (Codex Barberini, Latin 241), John
Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1940• Photo of the Florentine Code at the Medicea Laurenziana Library is taken from an advertising booklet issued by the club internacional edition of Libro facsimile, Madrid, 1994 • Photo of Jan Murcell's theme interior. [Overseas membership of the Herbal Society is £38.
Emailinfo@herbsociety.org.uk for fares or write to The Herb Society, PO Box 626, Banbury OX16 6EY, UNITED Kingdom, or follow the link to your website] A hardworking Aztec doctor had to deal with ailments such as lousy restless, goat smell of the underarms, and even those patients who were
haunted by the evil wind. Try asking the GP to treat something that one. But you'll be glad to hear that you can pull off your lousy distiller with a cocktail of deer horn land in wine, and octily is a powerful alcoholic drink made from agave, and not unlike tequila. Bye bye! Research paper on Aztec health and
medicine on Francisco Guerra's website The Herb Society Here's what others said: 6 at 2.57pm on Thursday June 28, 2012, Thomas Z. writes: Of course you're right that CF was bilingual. I wondered where you got the images with so fast but now that there is a facsimile and CD-Rom version. By the
way, I do not think tlalcacalochitl is P. rubra (= acutifolia). From Sahuna's description, it grows on the ground when it blooms odorlessly with flowers. Sahagun and Hernandez say a lot of good things about the cacaloxochitl proper. Tlalcacaloxochitl was used to decorate the altar, although compared to
Cacaloxochitl its appeal fused. 5 at 2.16pm on Monday June 25, 2012, Thomas Z. wrote: Thank you for correcting the image of Plumeria Rubra L. Could you clarify the source? Since it is surrounded by Spanish translation, it is obviously not from the Florentinus Code (which is located in Auatla). 4 At
12.28pm on Saturday June 9, 2012, Thomas Z. wrote: Images Collecting cacaloxochitl should read Cocoaxochitl Harvesting - various plants. Cacaloxochitl is depicted in Book XI, Figure 692. 3 At 10.45am on Monday 28 May 2012, Sarah Murphy wrote: I was informed by friends who run the maguey
plantation and pulqueria outside Mexico City that the pulse simply would not travel, and could not be canned or beily titled... The room was quite big and comfortable. 2 at 10.48am on Sunday January 10, 2010, Christina Orci Fernandez wrote: Correction:-Octli, now known as a pulse in modern Mexico.
This is not a powerful alcoholic drink, in fact it is closer to beer, it varies from 4-8% alcohol by volume. Octli has nothing to do with tequila, these drinks come from two very different types of agave. Oktley fermented, tequila distilled. Excellent site! Gracias. 1 At 6.09am on Monday 17 March 2008, Graciela
Prepelitchi wrote: me informan si esta en español por favor. Mechelore replies: No todavia, greed. Dependemos de la buena voluntad de amigos que tengan tiempo para preparar traducciones de las páginas individualmente... ¡Ojalá que pronto se nos aparezca por ahí algún voluntario! Voluntarily!
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